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Precipitation Enhancement Workshop 
Highlights Progress, Potential 
70 water professionals from the Municipal Water District, who 
region attended a Precipitation ptesentedALookatoneoftheNation's 
Enhancement Workshop April 7 in most Enduring Cloud Seeding Projects. 
Lubbock. The workshop was How Cloud Seeding Works to Increase 
sponsored by The Water Resources Rainfall was addressed by William 
Center, The High Plains Woodley, the President of Woodley 
Underground Water Conservation Weather Consultants in Littleton, 
DistrictNo.l,and the Texas Natural Colorado. Gerald Jurica (TTU 
Resource Conservation Commission Atmospheric Sciences) and George 
(TNRCC). George Bomar of the Bomar then talked about Cloud 
TNRCC opened the workshop with Seeding Experiments in Texas in 1994. 
the History of Weather Modification in The formal program was concluded 
Texas, and Howard Taubenfield, by William Woodley Assessing the 
Professor of Law at Southern Impact of Cloud Seeding on Rainfall in 
Methodist University, spoke on West Texas Convective Clouds. A 
Weather Modification LAw in Texas. panel discussion followed the day
These talks were followed by Owen long workshop. 
Ivie, from the Colorado River 

WRC Projects Continue 

r---- PRECIPITATION 
ENHANCEMENT 

Dual-Porosity Modeling of Aquifer Recharge Through Playa Basins 
Phase II of the Dual-Porosity Modeling 
of Aquifer Recharge Through Playa 
Basins project has continued to make 
steady progress this year. This 
project is being conducted by a Civil 
Engineering Department research 
group consisting of Professors 
Priyantha J ayawickrama, Ken 
Rainwater and Heyward Ramsey 
and the graduate student, Akm 
Nazmul Huda. This phase of the 
project involves the field verification 
of the computer model, FfSCracks, 

which was developed earlierinPhase 
I of this research. FfSCrack Model 
uses a dual-porosity concept to 
incorporate the influence of various 
macro features in the playa bed 
sediments (such as shrinkage cracks) 
on the amount of downward 
percolation through the playa beds. 

The work plan for this phase of the 
research includes the following 
tasks: 

(a) Selection of Playa Basins for Field 
Monitoring: A total of four playa 
lake sites will be selected for field 
testing. One of these test sites will be 
used for the preliminary pilot tests 
and will be located within the Texas 
Tech campus. 

(b) Site Instrumentation: Each of the 
four sites will be instrumented with 
tensiometers so that change in 
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moisture condition at various depths 
within the playa bed can be 
monitored over time. 

(c) Rainfall Simulation Tests: At each 
test site a rainfall simulator test will 
be performed. The rainfall simulator 
needed for this purpose is available 
from the local USDA office in 
Lubbock. A large (6 ft. x 6 ft.), double 
ring infiltrometer is set up over the 
rainfall area so that any surface runoff 
generated can be collected and 
measured. The changes in moisture 
condition within the soil profile 
subsequent to the rainfall event is 
monitored for a period of 2-3 weeks. 

necessary technical assistance in the use 
of the rainfall simulator; Dr. Cliff Fedler 
of CE Department for allowing the use 
of the 21X Micrologger unit; and Mr. 
Frank Wyatt, Mr. Drex Little and Mr. 
Mario Torres for their assistance in the 
field test program. 

Water Balance of Playa 
Lake Systems 

The South High Plains region of 
Texas (and parts of Oklahoma, New 
Mexico, Colorado, and Kansas) is 
unique physiographically in that 
watersheds are characteristically 
small closed basins containing a 
playa lake; no stream outlet is present 
from the watershed. This feature 

(d) Characterization of the Soil has two implications: First, runoff 
Profile: Soil borings are made using from the contributing watershed is 
a motor driven auger and soil samples concentrated in the playa lake-
collected. Soil samples are then __ ~b~mjg~I~!msnl!!~~imns--PQrtegby 
analyzed in the -CE deputment- surface flow are concentrated in the 
geotechnical engineering laboratory. playa. Second, the only outlets for 
The data obtained will be used to surface runoff are through 
determine the soil profile at each site. evaporation and to the ground-water 

The progress made in this project 
thus far is as follows. At the present 
time, four playa lake sites have been 
selected for field monitoring. They 
arelocatedatTTU campus, New Deal, 
Shallowater, and Becton. At the TTU 
Campus and New Deal sites, all field 
testing has' been completed. Field 
tests at the remaining two field sites 
are expected to be completed by mid
July. 'In the meantime, the data 
collected will be analyzed and used 
in the calibration of the FTSCracks 
program. 

The researchers wish to acknOwledge the 
following individuals for their assistance 
with regard to this project: Dr. Ted Zobeck 
of USDA for making rainfall simulator 
available for use in this research; Mr. 
Dean Holder of USDA for providing 

flow system. Therefore, chemical 
constituents cannot be flushed by a 
surface-flow system, so such 
constituents are bound to playa 
sediments, are treated naturally in 
playa waters, or are transported to 
the ground-water flow system by 
infiltration through playa sediments. 
Consequently, the understanding of 
the fate of, chemical constituents 
(pollutants or others) is dependent 
on understanding the hydrologic 
mechanics of playa lakes and their 
contributing watersheds. 

Infiltration through playa bottom 
sediments isof interest as one of the 
mechanisms, perhaps the principal 
mechanism, for transport of 
pollutants from surface runoff to 
ground water. In addition, 
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infiltration through playa lake 
bottoms is a principal means of ~ 
recharge to the Ogallala aquifer. 
Unfortunately, infiltration is not 
directly measurable and must be 
inferred, usually from a water 
balance. Playa lakes offer an excellent 
opportunity for construction of a 
water balance because all surface 
runoff from the contributing 
watershed is trapped by the lake; in 
general, no outflow occurs from 
playa lakes. Therefore, with proper 
instrumentation, an accurate water 
balance can be constructed. The 
resulting estimates of infiltration are 
probably the best that can be made. 

To solve this problem, Dr. David 
Thompson, Assistant Professor of 
Civil Engineering is conducting 
Water Resources Center sponsored 
research to collect hydrologic and 
meteorologic data relevant to 
,es~tion.Qf1bewat~budgetofsix 
urban playa lakes located in ~ 
Lubbock, Texas. After conducting' 
flooding infiltrometer experiments 
at the six playa lakes to estimate 
potential infiltraiton rates of playa 
bottom sediments, Dr. Thompson 
will use the collected data to compute 
the wCiter balance for the playa lakes 
chosen for study. 

Evaluation of Native 
Grasses 

c. B. McKenney and R.E. Zartman's 
project, "Continuation of Evaluation 
of Native Grasses to Reduce 
Irrigation Water Demand" was 
funded again this year. Buffalograss 
is a grass native to the Great Plains. 
Recently, interest has increased in 
the use of this grass for low 
maintenance ' lawns, parks, and golf 

Continued on page 3 ... 
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3rd Ogallala Regional Water Plan Meeting Held in Amarillo 
Ron Freeman from the City of 
Amarillo welcomed participants 
developing the Ogallala Regional 
Water Plan March 22 in Amarillo. 
lloyd Urban addressed the issue of 
the Ogallala and how the lack of 
precipitation has an impact on the 
area and on the Ogallala as a water 
resource. He gave the history of the 
Ogallala, stating that in the late 1800s, 
the Ogallala was recognized as a 
resource. By the late 19308, it was 
noticed that the water table was 
declining in the area. In the 1960s, 
studies were performed and a 
projection was made that the region 
would be out of water by the 198Os. 
That did not occur, but there is a 
critical need for conservation now to 
lessen the depletion rate. 

The effort is underway to develop 
the plan._ This organizational 
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meeting brought together the project 
participants, including principal user 
groups, water managers, 
institutions, and others. Planning 
issues have been identified, 
including water resources base, 
current/historical uses and 
economic impacts, conservation 
options, availabi~ity projects, 
opportunities for enhancement, 
research opportunities, legal/ 
environmental concerns, water 
quality, financial considerations and 
ground water district rules. 

The mission statement for the plan is 
still being developed, but roughly 
indicates that the plan aims "to 
develop and implement water 
conservation and augmentation 
programs that will stabilize the water 
supply for the region while 
providing opportunities for growth 
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courses as it is well adapted to semi
arid conditions and heavier soils. 
Water usage expended on the 
landscape has been estimated to be 
40-60% of the water used-in the urban 
community. For this reason, a study 
was implemented to determine if 
limited irrigation could maintain an 
attractive lawn. In this study, 
TexTurf 10 Bermudagrass, Prairie 
Buffalograss, Texoka Buffalograss, 
and Common Buffalograss were 
evaluated under dryland conditions 
and irrigated with the standard lawn 
recommendation of one inch per 
week. The higher rate of2 inches per 
week was the final irrigation 
. treatment. Turf quality, turf density 
and root length density were 
evaluated over time to determine 
which grass would be most pleasing 

and development of the towns, cities, 
and industry in the region, as well as 
providing for increased economic 
activity in the agricultural sector." 
Pat Bruno of P & R Surge Systems, 
Inc. in Lubbock is vigorously 
pursuing an effort in public 
participation. Other team leaders of 
the issues being addressed for the 
plan reported on progress of their 
efforts. They also reported on their 
schedules for the goals they wish to 
accomplish. 

The Ogallala Water Planning group 
will meet again June 7 in Plainview, 
TX. For more information, contact 
Wayne Wyatt at the High Plains 
Underground Water Conservation 
Dist. #1 in Lubbock: 806-762-0181; 
or Lloyd Urban at the Water 
Resources Center, TTU: 806-742-
3597. 

in the landscape with limited 
irrigation. 

The results of the study indicate the 
two supplemental irrigation rates 
were the same. Based on root length 
density, the top 6 inches of soilmust 
be kept moist to have a high quality 
TexTurf 10 lawn. Finally, 
buffalo grasses do well by root 
proliferation deep within the soil 
under more limited irrigation. 

• 
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8th Annual WRC Advisory Board Meeting 

The Advisory Board of the Texas Tech 
University Water Resources Center 
convened recently for its 8th annual 
meeting. Dr. Lloyd Urban presented an 
overview of new projects that will 
involve the Center. Principal 
Investigators gave a presentation of their 
research at the luncheon. Dr. Tony 
Mollhagen gave the board an 
Environmental Science Lab Update. He 
reported that a new Environmental 
Science Lab is being built to meet new 
regulations regarding ventilation and 
storage. 

A committee report was presented on 
the Dan M. Wells Scholarship fund by 

Bertram, Mr. Don Rauschuber and Mr. 
Wayne Wyatt. Mr. Wyatt reported that 
board members ending their first terms 
are Mr. Bernard Gradel, Dr. Raghu 
Narayan and Mr.J. Tom Ray. They 
have all agreed tocontinue with a second 
term. Mr. Keith Streety's second term 
ends next year and it was recommended 
that Dr. Clayton Yaeger be asked to fill 
his place. Per the bylaws, Vice Chair, 
Mr. WilliamHagood,moved to the Chair 
position for the coming year. Mr. 
Bernard Gradel was elected Vice Chair. 
The next meeting of the Advisory board 
will be in November of this year. 

Dr. Urban. This year's recipient of the -.AT II R d A th 
awardisVictoriaHarkins,whoreceived .-we - enowne u or 
a certificate and a monetary award to Visits TTU 
cover her tuition. She gave a brief 
presentation on the focus of her research. Dr. Daniel Hillel, Professor· Emeritus 

in the Department of Plant and Soil 
Certificates were also given to outgoing Sciences at the University of 
Advisory Board members, Mr. Jim 
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Massachus~tts was well received ~ 
recently when he visited the Texas Tech 
University Campus to give two 
presentations. He spoke on 
"Environmental Degradation in the 
Middle East: Impact on Conflict 
Resolution," and on the ''Political and 
Economic Issues Affecting Water 
Allocation in the Middle East." Dr. Hillel 
is the author of numerous research 
articles and severalbookson soil physical 
properties, desert development, and 
international water issues in the Middle 
East. His latest book, The Rivers of Eden, 
was published in 1994. He has extensive 
on-site experience in the Middle East 
which enables him to describe the issues 
that confront the Middle East nations as 
they search for a peaceful resolution to 
the problem of equitable allocation of 
scarce water supplies. The event was 
sponsored by ICASALS, and the 
Departments of Agricultural Economics, 
Economics/Geography, and Civil 
Engineering. 
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